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Abstract

We analyze competition for experienced workers among wage-setting firms.

The firms can design poaching offers with higher wages to workers who switch

from rivals relative to wages paid to their own existing employees. We eval-

uate the profit and welfare effects of anti-poaching agreements that eliminate

poaching offers as a recruiting method. Anti-poaching agreements increase in-

dustry profits, whereas workers are made worse off. We show that the effects of

anti-poaching agreements on total welfare are determined by the magnitude of

workers’ switching costs and the productivity change associated with switch-

ing employers.
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1. Introduction

Employees are often viewed as the most important asset of a firm. Consequently, each employer

has an incentive to limit the outflow of productive employees. An employer may be particularly

hurt if a productive employee switches to a rival. This may be particularly true in industries that

rely heavily on continuous research and development, such as in the high-tech sector, where firms

compete aggressively to recruit experienced high-skilled workers. Software engineers, researchers

in biotechnology, and chip designers are good examples.

One commonly-used recruiting method is to contact successful employees of rival firms and

make them attractive poaching offers with the aim of inducing such employees to switch. In

fact, salary differences play a major role in a worker’s decision to switch employers. However,

the firms might have a collective interest to prevent such a recruitment strategy by forming an

anti-poaching agreement or a so-called “no cold call” agreement.

In October 2016, the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Department of Justice (DOJ)

published antitrust guidance for human resource professionals, see FTC/DOJ (2016). According

to this antitrust guidance, naked wage fixing and anti-poaching agreements, referred to as no

poaching agreements, are per se illegal. This means that “if the agreement is separate from or

not reasonably necessary to a larger legitimate collaboration between the employers, it is deemed

illegal without any inquiry into its competitive effects” [p. 3 of the guidance].

In 2017, a group of animation workers reached a $100 million settlement with Walt Disney,

Pixar, and Lucasfilm. Filed in 2014, animation workers argued that these animation companies

violated antitrust laws by using “non-poaching” agreements to suppress wages, see CPI (2017).

An earlier high-profile antitrust case in the Silicon Valley has attracted a considerable amount of

attention to the practice of anti-poaching agreements. In 2010, the US Department of Justice An-

titrust Division filed a complaint against Adobe, Apple, Google, Intel, Intuit, and Pixar for having

formed bilateral anti-poaching agreements in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act. The ar-

gument was that these anti-poaching agreements were anticompetitive because they “eliminated

a significant form of competition to attract high-tech employees and overall substantially dimin-
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ished competition to the detriment of the affected employees.”1 The antitrust action was followed

by subsequent litigation culminating in a 2013 civil class action involving 64,446 class members.

In September 2015, the District Court in San Jose California approved a $415 million settlement.2

Commenting on the Silicon Valley antitrust case, Heyer and Shapiro (2010) emphasize that

agreements which limit competition for employees can undermine the competitive process and

“result in employees staying at firms that do not best utilize their scarce and specialized skills”

(p. 302). Nevertheless they do recognize that there could be defenses for agreements not to com-

pete, even though the facts in the Silicon Valley case did not seem to support such an efficiency

defense. Our model highlights that anti-poaching agreements could, under circumstances we

specify, mitigate excessively aggressive competition for human capital, thereby providing an ef-

ficiency defence for such agreements. Outside the scope of our model, anti-poaching agreements

could also reduce the costs associated with the replacement of poached workers.

From an economic perspective, the status of an anti-poaching agreement as per se illegal seems

to require, as a robust feature, that anti-poaching agreements damage market performance. If

such damaging effects cannot be established as a robust feature, it would appear to make more

economic sense with a rule of reason approach towards anti-poaching agreements. Such a policy

would seem consistent with the established practice according to which certain types of agree-

ments with beneficial effects, for example research joint ventures, are defined to constitute ex-

ceptions under specified conditions to the general antitrust rules. In the present study we will

investigate the effects of anti-poaching agreements on industry profits, worker surplus, and total

welfare. This way, our study should facilitate conclusions regarding the pros and cons of a per se

illegality policy towards anti-poaching agreements.

We introduce a duopoly model of wage competition within a framework where firms can

design poaching offers in order to induce switching. The poaching offers involve higher wages

compared with wages firms pay their own existing workers. The model assumes that workers

bear heterogeneous costs associated with switching employers and our analysis covers a whole

1See, http://www.justice.gov/atr/cases/f262600/262654.pdf
2For a detailed description of the settlement we refer to Gilardi & Co., LLC, Court-appointed Settlement Adminis-

trator, “High-Tech Antitrust Settlement,” 2015, http://www.hightechemployeelawsuit.com/.
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spectrum of potential productivity effects associated with switching. More precisely, switching

may be productivity-enhancing, productivity-neutral, or productivity-reducing. The main contri-

bution of our study is to evaluate the effects on profits and welfare of anti-poaching agreements,

whereby the firms eliminate poaching offers as a recruitment method. Focusing on a pure strategy

wage equilibrium we show analytically that firms always benefit from anti-poaching agreements

as such agreements increase aggregate industry profit. However, we characterize cases where

one of the two competitors could lose from the anti-poaching agreement. Further, we establish

that workers are unambiguously made worse off under such agreements. Thus, the effects for

total welfare of an anti-poaching agreement always reflect a tradeoff between industry profit and

worker surplus.

We find that the effects of anti-poaching agreements on total welfare are determined by the

magnitude of workers’ switching costs and by the productivity change associated with switching

employers. With sufficiently strong productivity-enhancing switching, an anti-poaching agree-

ment always reduces total welfare because it reduces the amount of switching. This welfare con-

clusion holds true also for moderately productivity-enhancing switching under the additional

condition that switching costs are sufficiently small. In contrast, for moderately productivity-

enhancing switching with sufficiently high switching costs, for productivity-neutral or for productivity-

reducing switching, the anti-poaching agreement outperforms the poaching equilibrium with re-

spect to total welfare.

Poaching offers in labor market are not a new phenomenon. A classical example of poaching

offers goes back to 1946 when Henry Ford II hired several executives from General Motors (Ford’s

main competitor) after he realized that Ford’s old Model T was losing market share to GM’s more

modern cars, see Foroohar (2016), p. 78. Anti-poaching agreements are also not new as the anti-

enticement laws in Southern US states in the period 1875–1930 dealt with somewhat related issues

within a very different institutional framework. The anti-enticement laws imposed financial fines

on planters trying to poach workers with an existing employment contract. Naidu (2010) has

empirically estimated the effects of these anti-enticement laws, and found that these laws softened

competition between firms and reduced labor mobility. Lindsay and Santon (2012) and Taladay
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and Mehta (2017) present additional collections of recent antitrust cases focusing on anti-poaching

agreements in labor markets.

As exemplified by Cappelli (2000), the management literature has attracted attention to strate-

gic poaching as an important practice to promote competitiveness in talent markets. Boudreau

(2014) comments on the heated poaching competition between the app-based car services Uber

and Lyft from such a perspective. Ciapanna (2011) applies a random matching model to empha-

size that strategic poaching constitutes a particularly serious challenge to consulting firms and

other similar types of service that assign their employees to clients.

By focusing on strategic competition for human capital between firms, our study is linked to

the literature on wage determination with imperfect competition in monopsonistic and oligopson-

istic labor markets. This approach is highlighted in Manning (2003), Bhaskar, Manning, and To

(2002), and Bhaskar and To (2003), and surveyed in Manning (2011) and Booth (2014). Fox (2010)

provides empirical support for our emphasis on switching costs as a source of market power in

labor markets for skilled workers. Fox (2010) estimates that a majority of experienced Swedish

engineers has high switching costs, and are therefore rather insensitive to outside wage offers.

He also presents evidence for heterogeneous switching costs among Swedish engineers with the

particular feature that younger engineers have lower switching costs.

We model poaching by permitting employers to set different wages to switching workers and

existing workers with ongoing employment relationships. This approach facilitates a number of

interesting characterizations. (a) There is a wage premium for switching workers and our charac-

terization of this wage premium complements that of Sliwka and Kampkötter (2014).3 (b) Switch-

ing occurs in equilibrium also under circumstances where switching leads to a decline, not an

increase, in productivity. (c) We characterize the factors determining labor mobility. And, most

importantly, (d) we demonstrate how each firm, by differentiating the wage directed to the rival’s

workers from that offered to its own employees, can soften wage competition using history-based

wages.

Our analysis of the effects of an anti-poaching agreement involves a comparison of history-

3In contrast to our model, Sliwka and Kampkötter (2014) develop a dynamic model of a competitive labor market
as a basis for an empirical study of labor mobility within the German banking industry.
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based wages with uniform wages. Such a comparison mirrors the literature on behavior-based

pricing in industrial economics and marketing that focuses on product markets rather than on

labor markets.4 Typically, behavior-based pricing intensifies competition compared with uniform

pricing, meaning that equilibrium profits are higher with uniform pricing (see, for example, Chen

1997). In our study, the intuitive reason for why an anti-poaching agreement weakens wage com-

petition is that, with uniform wages, a wage increase would apply to all workers whereas with

history-based wages such increases could be targeted to selectively attract workers from the ri-

val firm.5 In our study, an anti-poaching agreement, i.e. uniform wages, also stimulates industry

profits, but under an asymmetric equilibrium the low-wage firm may nevertheless be worse off.

Furthermore, our study also characterizes how productivity changes induced by switching affect

labor mobility as well as the welfare effects of anti-poaching agreements—features absent from

the models of history-based pricing in industrial organization.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 constructs a model of wage competition with

labor mobility. Section 3 solves and investigates the equilibrium wages, labor mobility, profits,

worker surplus, and total welfare when firms (employers) compete to acquire workers by mak-

ing attractive poaching offers. Section 4 analyzes the effects of an anti-poaching agreement and

provides a discussion of the important roles played by workers’ switching costs as well as the

change in productivity induced by switching between employers. It also distinguishes the effects

of an anti-poaching agreement with an equilibrium with pure strategies from those with mixed

strategies under the agreement. Section 5 presents concluding comments. Appendix A briefly

demonstrates how our general results carry over to a model which separates the expected magni-

tude of switching costs from switching cost dispersion among workers.

2. A model of employment and job switching

Consider an industry with two firms (employers) labeled A and B. Initially, each firm employs

n workers. We focus on the labor market segment consisting of experienced workers with an

4This literature includes, for example, Chen (1997), Fudenberg and Tirole (2000), Gehrig, Shy, and Stenbacka (2011),
Esteves (2010) and it is surveyed in Fudenberg and Villas-Boas (2007) and Esteves (2009).

5This economic mechanism was originally developed by Thisse and Vives (1988) in their comparison between per-
fect location-based price discrimination and uniform pricing within the framework of the Hotelling model.
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established employment relationship. The analysis is particularly relevant in industries where

the experienced workers have accumulated special skills for which there is excess demand. By

attracting workers from the rival firm to switch, the firm can expand its output at the expense of

the rival.

2.1 Workers and productivity

Each worker supplies exactly one unit of labor (say, full-time employment). The workers are

initially homogeneous so that each worker generates k units of output within the framework of

their initial employment relationship. However, if a worker switches to the competing employer,

the switch can make the worker more or less productive. We capture this productivity change

with the following assumption.

ASSUMPTION 1. The productivity of each worker who chooses to switch employers (either from A to B or

from B to A), changes from k to k′

The difference k′−k captures the magnitude of the productivity change associated with switching

from one employer to another, which could be positive, negative, or zero.

We adopt the following terminology.

DEFINITION 1. We say that switching between employers is

(a) productivity-enhancing if it increases the worker’s productivity (k′ > k);

(b) productivity-reducing if it decreases the worker’s productivity (k′ < k);

(c) productivity-neutral if the worker’s productivity does not change (k′ = k).

It is plausible that switching between employers is productivity-enhancing (k′ > k) if on-

the-job experience is not firm specific and if such experience can be cross-fertilized and further

magnified with a new employer. In particular, productivity-enhancing switching requires that the

relevant skills are transferable and can be further developed when the worker is employed in a

new firm. For example, the academic practice of mandatory mobility of people with recent Ph.D.

degrees could be considered to reflect the view that exposure to different academic environments

promotes the productivity development of young researchers.
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In contrast, productivity-reducing switching (k′ < k) is likely to be realized when human capi-

tal is mostly firm specific. Under such circumstances the experience accumulated with a previous

employer would be of limited use with a new employer. Under such circumstances the new em-

ployment would require a new process of learning in the new organization, and thereby switching

would reduce productivity, at least in the short run.

To rule out corner solutions, we place upper bounds on the potential productivity change

resulting from switching between employers.

ASSUMPTION 2. Productivity change is bounded. Formally, k′ < 5k/2 if k′ > k and k < 5k′/2 if k′ < k.

We focus on an exogenously given history such that each firm inherits employment relation-

ships with half of the population of workers.6 This reflects a labor market where workers have

no experience at the time when their initial employment relationship is formed, and that future

productivity of these individuals as experienced workers was unknown to both firms at that stage.

Let wA denote the wage paid by firm A to an existing employee. Also, let vA be the wage

firm A pays to a worker who switches from firm B to firm A. Firm B’s wages, wB and vB , are

defined analogously. We refer to wA and wB as loyalty wages (paid to worker who do not switch

to the rival). The wages vA and vB are targeted to employees of the rival firm. We refer to those as

poaching wages.

Our model focuses on workers differentiated by their switching costs, whereas the workers are

assumed to be homogeneous with respect to the productivity effects of switching. In this respect,

our study differs from the important category of worker turnover models with heterogeneous

productivity effects, focusing on the forces behind adverse selection effects whereby high-ability

workers are overrepresented in the pool of switching workers (see, for example Lazear (1986) and

Shankar and Ghosh (2013)).7 With the assumption of equal productivity, our model is somewhat

“biased” against potential benefits associated with worker poaching, because it does not take ac-

6In this respect we focus on a single-stage model analogous to the analysis of markets with switching costs devel-
oped in Shaffer and Zhang (2000), see their footnote 13.

7The problems for firms hiring new employees from a pool of workers (in rival firms) with heterogeneous produc-
tivity seem fairly similar those of lenders investing in screening in order to distinguish profitable from unprofitable
projects. For example, Gehrig and Stenbacka (2007) have designed a model for the analysis of history-based competi-
tion within such a context in their study of the effects of information exchange between lenders.
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count of the advantages associated with targeting poaching offers exclusively to high-ability work-

ers. Furthermore, our model should be viewed as a study exploring the effects of an anti-poaching

agreement on a well-defined segment of homogeneous workers in the relevant labor market, say

qualified engineers, not as a study of the whole spectrum of workers nor of top-level executives.

2.2 Labor mobility and switching costs

Contingent on the inherited employment relationships, all workers can remain loyal to their initial

employer, or switch to the competing employer. Switching is costly to workers.8 For workers with

an employment relationship with i = A,B, switching costs are heterogeneous as follows: Let s

be uniformly distributed on the unit interval [0, 1]. Then, the switching cost of a worker indexed

by s is σs. The parameter σ > 0 serves as a key component of our analysis of labor mobility as it

measures two frictions in the labor market:

Magnitude effect : σ measures the overall magnitude of workers’ cost of switching employers.

An increase in σ increases the switching costs of all workers indexed by s ∈ (0, 1] by the

same factor. A reduction in σ reduces the switching costs of all workers, and σ = 0 (ruled

out) would mean that all workers could move without cost from one employer to another.

Heterogeneity effect : σ measures the heterogeneity of the switching costs in the sense that high

values of σ generate higher switching cost differentiation across all workers indexed on s ∈

[0, 1].

Because the two effects operate simultaneously and in the same direction, we may refer to

either one of these when we interpret our results. We will subsequently refer to both effects jointly

as the switching cost effect. As we show below, an increase in σ results in weaker (softer) wage

competition among employers as it makes it more costly for workers to switch employers.9

8Burguet, Caminal, and Matutes (2002) characterize contractual switching costs via quitting fees and show that
quitting fees are useful only when workers’ performance is public information. In contrast, our paper does not analyze
the contractual sources of switching costs, but focuses on the disutility faced by a switching employee in the form of
moving expenses, effort required to adjust to a new professional environment, effort and expenses associated with the
adjustment of family life to a potentially new working environment.

9Appendix A modifies the distribution of switching costs in order to separate the effects of the expected magnitude
of the switching costs from the effects associated with the dispersion of the switching costs. We briefly comment on the
implications of such a separation after Result 1.
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2.3 Workers’ choice of employer

The utility function of a worker s who initially works for firm i is defined by

Ui(s) =

{
wi if continues to work for firm i

vj − σs switches to work for firm j,
(1)

where i, j = A,B and i 6= j.

In view of the utility function (1), a worker who was initially matched with firm A and is now

indifferent between staying loyal to firm A and switching to firm B, denoted by sA, is determined

by wA = vB − σsA. Similarly, a worker who was initially matched with firm B and is now indif-

ferent between staying loyal to firm B and switching to firm A, denoted by sB , is determined by

wB = vA − σsB .

Figure 1 shows that workers with high switching costs (high values of s) stay loyal to firm i,

whereas workers indexed with low s switch employers.

-

0 1
ssi (1− si)n workers who stay loyal to iswitch to j

Figure 1: Firm i’s loyal workers and workers who switch to firm j.

The utility function (1) implies that the switching cost thresholds are given by

sA =
vB − wA

σ
and sB =

vA − wB
σ

. (2)

The model has the feature that each individual worker has an informational advantage re-

garding the idiosyncratic switching cost, which is known to the worker prior to deciding whether

to stay loyal in the present employment relationship or accept a poaching offer from the rival.

The firms know only the distribution of workers’ switching costs and therefore cannot set worker-

specific wages to achieve perfect wage discrimination. Further, the productivity change associated

with a switch is known to both competitors.
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2.4 Costs, output, and profit

We focus on an environment with labor as the only production factor, meaning that the cost func-

tion is determined by the labor costs. In view of Figure 1, total labor costs of firm i = A,B is given

by

ci(wi, wj , vi, vj) = n(1− si)wi︸ ︷︷ ︸
loyal workers’ wages

+ nsjvi︸ ︷︷ ︸
poached workers’ wages

. (3)

The first component in (3) is firm i’s total wage bill paid to its loyal workers who do not switch

to the competing firm due to high switching costs. The second component in (3) is i’s total wages

paid to workers who switch from firm j because of an attractive wage offer vi and because they

have sufficiently low switching costs. Therefore, (2) and (3) together imply that firms’ cost func-

tions depend on all the loyalty and poaching wages.

Next, we compute total output of each firm taking into consideration that the firm’s labor

force is composed of loyal workers as well as those it has succeeded to attract with its poaching

activities. Formally, firm i’s production level is given by

qi(wi, wj , vi, vj) = n(1− si)k︸ ︷︷ ︸
loyal workers

+ nsjk
′︸ ︷︷ ︸

poached from j

. (4)

According to (4), the output level of firm i has two components: the output produced by loyal

workers who do not switch, and that produced by workers who switched from firm j. The work-

ers who switched may have a different productivity coefficient, k′. As can be seen from (2) and

(4), a firm can increase its output by raising its loyalty or poaching wages.

Models of imperfect competition typically focus on configurations where firms have market

power in the product market, whereas factor markets, like labor markets, are viewed as com-

petitive. However, in certain industries such as high-tech industries, the strategic competition

among firms for human capital constitutes an integral component of firms’ strategic behavior. In

the present analysis we want to analyze precisely this type of competition. For that reason we

downplay the competition in the product market by assuming that each unit of output is sold for

a fixed price p.10 Related approaches to the analysis of imperfect competition in labor markets

10In fact, the firms need not be active in the same relevant product market in order to compete in the same labor
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have been applied by, for example, Bhaskar, Manning, and To (2002), and Bhaskar and To (2003).

Furthermore, Burguet and Sákovics (2017) characterize how imperfect competition in the product

market may expand employment due to strategic effects. More precisely, the recruitment of an

additional worker not only adds to an oligopolist’s output, but this recruitment also reduces the

production capacity of its rival. A similar mechanism has also been studied by Eső, Nocke, and

White (2010).

Focusing on this type of imperfect competition for human capital, each firm i = A,B takes the

wages paid by firm j (wj and vj) as given, and chooses its own wages (wi and vi) to maximize

profit. Hence, the optimization problem facing firm i is

max
wi,vi

πi(wi, wj , vi, vj) = pqi − ci, (5)

where the output level qi is defined in (4), the firm’s total labor cost ci in (3), and the market shares

are derived in (2). The profit function (5) exhibits an interesting strategic interaction between the

competing firms, because production (4) and cost (3) depend on both, the loyalty and poaching

wage decisions taken by both firms.

3. Equilibrium wages, profits, and welfare with poaching

The following restrictions on σ are sufficient for obtaining interior equilibria with job switching in

both directions.11

ASSUMPTION 3. The switching cost parameter σ is bounded. Formally, σmin < σ < σmax, where

σmin def
= p|k′ − k| and σmax def

=
p

3
min

{
k + 2k′, 2k + k′

}
.

The upper bound in Assumption 3 ensures strictly positive equilibrium wages. The lower bound

ensures an equilibrium configuration where some workers switch and others stay loyal, as de-

picted in Figure 1. Assumption 2 ensures that the range of σ defined in Assumption 3 is nonempty.

market for specific high-skilled workers. For example, firms that produce avionics may compete for the same electrical
engineers demanded also by other electronics manufacturers. In general, these firms need not even charge the same
price. We assume that p = pA = pB to simplify the algebra and to allow for a symmetric equilibrium for the benchmark
case when firms are allowed to poach workers.

11Configurations without job switching could emerge as corner solutions and the study of these configurations would
require appropriate modifications of the analytical solution.
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3.1 Equilibrium wages

The firms compete for workers in limited supply. Initially, each firm has inherited a work force

consisting of n workers with identical productivity. Consider the segment of firm A’s workers.12

Firms A and B compete for these workers based on A’s loyalty wage (wA) and B’s poaching

wage (vB). Substituting (3) and (4) into (5), firm A’s loyalty wage is determined by the first-order

condition

−pk ∂sA
∂wA

− (1− sA)− wA
(
− ∂sA
∂wA

)
= 0, (6)

where sA is given in (2). The first term in (6) shows how a marginal increase in the loyalty wage

affects the return on retained workers, whereas the second term shows how a marginal increase in

wA adds to the wage bill associated with retained workers. The third term captures the strategic

effect whereby a higher loyalty wage increases the segment of retained workers.

Firm B’s poaching wage satisfies the first-order condition

pk′
∂sA
∂vB

− sA − vB
∂sA
∂vB

= 0. (7)

The first term in (7) captures how a marginal increase in the poaching wage affects the return on

switching workers, whereas the second term denotes how a marginal increase in vB adds to the

wage bill associated with switching workers. The third term captures the strategic effect whereby

a higher poaching wage increases the segment of workers switching from A to B.

From (6) and (7) we can conclude that the relationship between vB and wA are determined not

only by the productivity difference k′ − k, but also by the size of the inherited market segment

of workers employed by A. This means that the motivation for poaching is not only productivity

enhancement, but also strategic effects in the labor force. In particular, poaching does not require

that switching is productivity enhancing, but it may also take place under circumstances with

productivity-reducing switching.

Solving the profit maximizing problems (5) yields the unique Nash equilibrium wages

wA = wB =
p(2k + k′)− 2σ

3
and vA = vB =

p(k + 2k′)− σ
3

. (8)

12The analysis is analogous in the segment of workers initially employed by firm B.
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From (8) we can directly conclude that vi −wi = [p(k′ − k) + σ]/3 > 0, i = A,B, by Assumption 3.

This means that in equilibrium there is a wage premium for switching workers. This feature is con-

sistent with the theoretical and empirical findings explored in Sliwka and Kampkötter (2014) who

examine labor mobility within the German banking industry. Although firms can retain workers

by paying them high wages, the existence of switching costs enable firms to lower the loyalty

wages as they provide strong protection against competition for workers with high switching

costs. We summarize the characterization of the equilibrium wages in the following result.

Result 1. (a) Loyalty wages and poaching wages decline with the switching cost parameter (σ). Poaching

wages decline at a slower rate.

(b) There is a wage premium (vi − wi > 0) for switching workers. This premium is strictly increasing in

the switching cost parameter (σ) and in the productivity change induced by switching employers.

(c) All equilibrium wages increase with the output price (p) and the productivity parameters (k and k′).

By setting a different wage for the rival’s workers relative to the wage paid to its own workers,

the firm can implement history-based wage discrimination. This way the firms can exploit work-

ers’ heterogeneity with respect to their switching costs. Result 1(a) implies that higher and more

differentiated switching costs generate weaker wage competition between firms. Furthermore,

this effect is stronger for loyalty wages than for poaching wages.

In Appendix A we extend our characterization of the equilibrium wages and the wage pre-

mium to a switching cost distribution which distinguishes between the magnitude and the degree

of dispersion of the switching costs. We demonstrate that the loyalty wages (poaching wages)

are strictly decreasing (increasing) with the average switching cost. In addition, all equilibrium

wages are strictly decreasing as functions of the dispersion of the switching costs. Further, the

wage premium targeted towards switching workers is strictly increasing with the average switch-

ing cost, whereas it is invariant to the dispersion of the switching costs. In all other respects, the

equilibrium properties reported in Result 1 remain valid under a switching cost distribution that

separates between the magnitude and the heterogeneity of the switching costs.
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3.2 Equilibrium switching and implications for labor mobility

We next explore the implications of the model for labor mobility by investigating the equilibrium

market shares. As illustrated in Figure 1, for each firm i, all workers with low switching costs

s ∈ [0, si] switch to firm j, whereas the remaining proportion 1 − si of the workers is retained at

the initial workplace. Formally, substituting the equilibrium wages into the firms’ market shares

(2) yields

sA = sB =
1

3
+
p(k′ − k)

3σ
. (9)

From (9) we can draw the following conclusion regarding labor mobility.

Result 2. The proportion of switching workers is 1/3 with productivity-neutral switching. This proportion

is higher with productivity-enhancing switching (k′ > k), whereas it is lower with productivity-reducing

switching (k′ < k).

Assumption 3 implies that in equilibrium 0 < si < 2/3, meaning that the parameters of the

model could be calibrated to fit a wide range of observations regarding labor mobility. Equa-

tion (9) implies that there is equal switching in both directions and that the magnitude by which

the fraction of switching workers differs from 1/3 is proportional to the productivity change and

the output price (p).13 However, the effect of the intensity of productivity changes on the variation

in labor mobility is mitigated by the switching cost differentiation parameter (σ).

From (9) we can also draw the conclusion that wage competition conducted in order to at-

tract workers from the rival induces labor mobility also under circumstances where switching

reduces workers’ productivity. Under such circumstances, competition induces firms to engage

in poaching although poaching is harmful from the perspective of efficiency. In this case, aggre-

gate industry output is higher without poaching than with poaching. The poaching incentives

simply guide firms to be excessively aggressive in their campaigns to acquire human capital un-

der circumstances where switching necessitates paying higher wages to less productive workers

13The same fraction (1/3) of switching consumers is an equilibrium outcome in standard switching cost models
focusing on imperfect competition in product markets (see, for example, Chen (1997)) and it is a feature implied by
the uniform distribution of switching costs. However, Result 2 adds to the insights from the literature in industrial
economics by explicitly showing how the fraction of switching workers is influenced by factors particularly relevant
for labor mobility, in particular k′ − k and σ.
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who switch. These excessive poaching incentives define a prisoner’s dilemma problem, the root

of which is the combination of additive production and labor in limited supply. For this reason

the poaching equilibrium does not always support the first-best allocation.

In a model emphasizing uncertain effects of job switching on productivity development, Lazear

(1995) has shown that external recruitment has an option value, and may therefore be valuable for

firms. Our model has no uncertainty regarding the productivity development, and therefore in-

corporates no option values associated with switching employers. Instead, in our model external

recruitment influences the strategic interaction between firms.

3.3 Equilibrium profit, worker surplus, and total welfare

In this subsection we compute the industry profits associated with the equilibrium wages as well

as the resulting worker surplus and total welfare.

Substituting the equilibrium wages (8) and market shares (9) into (5), and summing up over

the two firms yields the equilibrium aggregate industry profit level

Π = πA + πB =
2n

9σ

{
[p(k′ − k)− σ]2 + p2(k′ − k)2 + 4σ2

}
. (10)

Differentiation of (10) shows that the equilibrium industry profit increases with the switching

cost parameter (σ). This property follows from Assumption 3 and is consistent with our finding,

formalized in Result 1, that the switching cost effect weakens wage competition between the firms.

Likewise, we find that industry profit increases with the productivity change induced by switch-

ing (k′ − k) and the output price (p) if σ ≤ 2p(k′ − k). This means that profits are enhanced by the

gain in productivity only when switching costs are relatively low, as otherwise poaching becomes

too costly for the firms.

We next examine worker surplus, denoted by WS, associated with the poaching equilibrium.

In order to fully understand the effects of labor mobility and job switching on worker surplus, we

decompose WS into two components: Total wage incomes earned by all workers I and aggregate

switching costs SC borne by all workers who switch employers. Formally, aggregate worker

surplus is defined as WS = I − SC.

Because labor is the only input to production, total wages must be equal to the total factor costs
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borne by both employers. Thus, I = cA + cB . Substituting (8) and (9) into (3) yields

I =
2n

9σ

[
p2(k′ − k)2 + pσ(4k + 5k′)− 5σ2

]
. (11)

As illustrated in Figure 1, only workers with relatively low switching costs change employers.

In order to characterize aggregate switching costs we sum up the heterogeneous individual costs

of switching (s) for all workers attracted by the poaching wages. Formally, aggregate switching

costs are computed by

SC = n

sA∫
0

σs ds+ n

sB∫
0

σs ds =
n

9σ

[
p(k′ − k) + σ

]2
, (12)

where sA and sB are substituted from (9). Equation (12) reveals that the aggregate switching cost

(SC) is affected by the productivity change resulting from switching employers (k′ − k) and the

switching cost parameter (σ).

By subtracting (12) from (11) we find aggregate worker surplus to be

WS =
n

9σ

[
p2(k′ − k)2 + 2pσ(5k + 4k′)− 11σ2

]
. (13)

By differentiation of (13) we can directly infer that worker surplus increases with the productivity

of non-switching and switching workers (k and k′) and output price (p), whereas it decreases with

the switching cost parameter (σ). In particular, this means that an increase in the dispersion of

workers’ switching costs hurts worker welfare, because it softens wage competition.

Total welfare is defined as the sum of aggregate worker surplus and aggregate industry profit,

so that W = WS + Π. Because aggregate income from wages constitutes a transfer from firms to

workers, an equivalent definition of total welfare is total sales revenue minus aggregate switching

cost, so that W = pQ− SC. Formally, adding (13) and (10) yields

W =
n

9σ

[
5p2(k′ − k)2 + 2pσ(7k + 2k′)− σ2

]
. (14)

From (14) we can conclude that total welfare increases as a function of the productivity of non-

switching and switching workers (k and k′) and the output price (p), whereas it decreases with the

switching cost parameter (σ).
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In view of (10) and (13), there is a conflict of interest between firms and workers with re-

spect to the switching cost parameter σ. According to (14), the negative effect of relaxed com-

petition on workers is stronger than the associated positive effect on industry profits. Thus, to-

tal welfare decreases as a function of the switching cost parameter σ. The mechanism behind

this property can be explained as follows. Our model focuses on a fully covered market, mean-

ing that switching costs constitute a loss of total welfare, whereas wage changes only induce

shifts of surplus between producers and workers. In light of (9), total switching cost is given

by 2n
∫ sA

0 σsds = σn
(

1
3 + p(k′−k)

3σ

)2
, which by Assumption 3 is strictly increasing as a function of

the switching cost parameter (σ).

4. Wages with anti-poaching agreements: Effects on profits and welfare

This section explores the effects of anti-poaching agreements on profits, worker surplus, and total

welfare. With an anti-poaching agreement, firms agree not to target poaching offers to each other’s

employees, that is, not to engage in “cold calling” each other’s employees.

An anti-poaching agreement is introduced in order to eliminate a significant form of compe-

tition to attract human capital. Poaching wages are ruled out when firms sign an anti-poaching

agreement, which forces firms to compete with uniform wages, that do not differentiate between

whether a worker is employed by the firm itself or by its rival. Clearly, with uniform wages there

would be no switching unless there is an asymmetric equilibrium where firms set different wages.

We introduce the following formal definition of an anti-poaching agreement.

DEFINITION 2. Competing firms (employers) form an anti-poaching agreement if they agree not to apply

poaching wages in order to attract workers from the rivals. Formally, firms are restricted to setting uniform

wages, denoted by uA and uB .

An anti-poaching agreement is a mutual restriction on the firms’ wage structure which pre-

vents firms from differentiating the wages between switching workers and loyal workers. In par-

ticular, an anti-poaching agreement differs from price-fixing, because labor market competition

survives along two dimensions. First, workers always have the option to switch employers, in-

dependently of whether firms have an anti-poaching agreement or not. Second, an anti-poaching
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agreement is not a mechanism for the coordination of wage setting. Firms still compete by inde-

pendently offering profit-maximizing wages to workers. Thus, the arguments for a per se prohibi-

tion of agreements regarding prices (price fixing) need not carry over to anti-poaching agreements.

Substituting uA for wA and vA, and uB for wB and vB , under the anti-poaching agreement the

switching thresholds (2) become

sA =

{
0 if uA ≥ uB
uB−uA

σ if uA < uB
and sB =

{
uA−uB

σ if uA > uB

0 if uA ≤ uB.
(15)

Inspecting the switching thresholds (15) we can draw the conclusion that with a uniform wage to

loyal and poached workers there can be switching only in the direction from the low-wage to the

high-wage firm (but not in the other direction). Formally, if ui > uj , then si = 0 and sj > 0, for

each firm i, j = A,B and i 6= j.

4.1 Equilibrium wages under the anti-poaching agreement

As characterized in Definition 2, with an anti-poaching agreement, firms A and B compete by

setting uniform wages, denoted by uA and uB , respectively. Equations (15) and (3) imply that the

costs (total wage bills) borne by firms i = A,B, i 6= j, are given by

ci(ui, uj) =

n (1 + sj)ui = n
(

1 +
ui−uj
σ

)
ui if ui ≥ uj

n (1− si)ui = n
(

1− uj−ui
σ

)
ui if ui ≤ uj .

(16)

Note that the cost function (16) is continuous at ui = uj = u where (16) collapses to ci(u, u) = nu.

Similarly, substituting (15) into (4), firms’ output levels are

qi(ui, uj) =

nk + nsjk
′ = nk + n

ui−uj
σ k′ if ui ≥ uj

n(1− si)k = n
(

1− uj−ui
σ

)
k if ui ≤ uj .

(17)

Note that the output function (17) is continuous at ui = uj = u where (17) collapses to qi(u, u) =

nk. Substituting (16) and (17) into (5), Appendix B derives the following result.

Result 3. Suppose firms A and B sign an anti-poaching agreement.

(a) If switching is either productivity-neutral (k′ = k) or productivity-reducing (k′ < k), then the unique
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equilibrium wages are equal (symmetric) according to

uAPA = uAPB = pk − σ. (18)

(b) With productivity-enhancing switching (k′ > k), a symmetric equilibrium in pure strategies with equal

wages does not exist. Furthermore, there exist exactly two asymmetric pure strategy Nash equilibria

given by

uAPi =
p(k + 2k′)− 3σ

3
, uAPj =

p(2k + k′)− 3σ

3
, sAPi = 0 and sAPj =

p(k′ − k)

3σ
, (19)

where i = A,B, i 6= j, and superscript “AP” denotes an equilibrium under the anti-poaching agreement.

Note that the symmetric wages (18) constitute a special case of the asymmetric equilibrium wages

(19) when k′ = k. Therefore, the equilibrium wages (18) and (19) are continuous functions of all

admissible values of k′ and k.

The goal of our analysis is to evaluate the effects of an anti-poaching agreement on indus-

try profits, worker surplus, and total welfare relative to the poaching equilibrium, by separating

the cases corresponding to Results 3(a) and 3(b). Subsection 4.2 analyzes the agreement under

productivity-neutral and productivity-reducing switching (k′ ≤ k), whereas Subsection 4.3 fo-

cuses on the anti-poaching agreement under productivity-enhancing switching (k′ > k).

4.2 Analysis of anti-poaching agreements under k′ ≤ k

Result 3(a) is rather intuitive. Higher worker productivity pk intensifies wage competition and

results in higher equilibrium wages. In contrast, higher switching cost σ weakens wage competi-

tion.

Because workers do not switch employers under the symmetric equilibrium wages (18), ag-

gregate worker surplus, each firm’s profit, aggregate industry profit, and total welfare are

WSAP = 2n(pk − σ), πAPi = npk − nui = nσ, ΠAP = 2nσ,

and WAP = WSAP + ΠAP = 2npk. (20)

Based on comparisons between (20) and the corresponding values in (10), (13), and (14), Ap-
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pendix B derives the following set of results for the case with k′ ≤ k.

Result 4. With productivity-reducing or neutral switching (k′ ≤ k), an anti-poaching agreement

(a) reduces the wages paid to all types of worker (uAPA < wA < vA and uAPB < wB < vB), thereby

reducing total worker surplus (WSAP < WS);

(b) eliminates all workers’ switching between firms (sAPA = sAPB = 0);

(c) increases firms’ profit (πAPi > πi), and total welfare (WAP > W ).

Result 4(a) reveals that the anti-poaching agreement weakens wage competition between the

firms. Paying lower wages enhances firms’ profits, as Result 4(c) shows. Therefore, firms are

better off, whereas workers are worse off with the anti-poaching agreement whenever switching

is either productivity reducing or productivity neutral. In addition, Result 4(c) establishes that the

gains from an anti-poaching agreement to firms outweighs the loss to consumers, meaning that

total welfare rises. That is, with the agreement, firms can avoid the prisoner’s dilemma problem

induced by the excessively aggressive competition for human capital under circumstances when

switching does not enhance productivity (k′ ≤ k).14

4.3 Analysis of anti-poaching agreements under k′ > k

In this subsection we focus on productivity-enhancing switching. Because the two asymmetric

equilibria characterized in (19) are qualitatively the same, the analysis that follows assumes, with-

out loss of generality, that firm A is the one that sets the higher wage and therefore poaches some

workers from B. That is, uA ≥ uB . Therefore, with k′ > k, sA = 0 and Assumption 3 implies that

0 ≤ sAPB < 1.

Comparing (19) with (8) and (9), Appendix B derives the following set of results that summa-

rize our findings regarding the equilibrium wages and labor mobility.

Result 5. With productivity-enhancing switching (k′ > k), an anti-poaching agreement

(a) reduces the wages paid to all types of worker (uAPA < wA < vA and uAPB < wB < vB);

(b) reduces labor mobility not only by eliminating switching from the high-wage firm as sAPA = 0, but also

by reducing switching in the other direction as sAPB = sB − 1
3 .

14We thank an anonymous referee for emphasizing this interpretation.
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Result 5(a) supports the intuitive view that an anti-poaching agreement weakens wage competi-

tion by reducing the wages for all worker categories.The asymmetric equilibrium characterized

by (19) reveals that a stronger productivity-enhancing effect of switching generates higher differ-

entiation between the equilibrium wages.

We now investigate the effects of an anti-poaching agreement on industry profit. Substituting

the uniform equilibrium wages (19) into (16) and (17), and then into the profit functions (5) yields

the following equilibrium profit levels under the anti-poaching agreement:

πAPA =
n

9σ

[
p2(k′ − k)2 − 3pσ(k′ − k) + 9σ2

]
and πAPB =

n

9σ

[
3σ − p(k′ − k)

]2
. (21)

Comparing equilibrium profits under the anti-poaching agreement (21) with profits under the

poaching equilibrium (10), Appendix B proves the following result.

Result 6. Consider an anti-poaching agreement under conditions with productivity-enhancing switching

(k′ > k).

(a) The firm that pays a higher wage and attracts some workers to switch from the rival firm earns a higher

profit than the competing firm. Formally, πAPA − πAPB = np(k′ − k)/3 > 0.

(b) The profit of the high-wage firm is higher than under the poaching equilibrium. Formally, πAPA > πA.

(c) The profit of the low-wage firm is higher than under the poaching equilibrium if and only if work-

ers face sufficiently high switching costs. Formally, πAPB ≥ πB if and only if σ ≥ σAPB where

σAPB
def
=
(
1 +
√

2
)
p(k′ − k)/2.

(d) The anti-poaching agreement always increases aggregate industry profit relative to the poaching equi-

librium. Formally, ΠAP > Π.

According to Result 6(a), the distribution of roles between the firms determines the equilibrium

profits. It reveals that the high-wage firm attracts workers to such an extent that the associated

production expansion combined with the enhanced productivity of switching workers outweighs

the disadvantage of having to pay higher wages.

As emphasized in our comments on Result 1, a higher switching cost parameter weakens wage

competition, and therefore stimulates profits in the poaching equilibrium. Inspection of the equi-

librium wages (19) reveals that a higher switching cost parameter also softens wage competition
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in the presence of an anti-poaching agreement. In fact, from a careful comparison between (19)

and (8) we can conclude that the competition-softening effect of the switching cost parameter is

stronger under an anti-poaching agreement. Consistent with this observation, Result 6(b) demon-

strates that an anti-poaching agreement leads to higher profits than the poaching equilibrium for

the high-wage firm for all admissible values of the switching cost parameter, whereas Result 6(c)

shows that this conclusion holds true for the low-wage firm only if the switching cost parameter

exceeds the threshold σAPB . The combined effect of an anti-poaching agreement on the high-wage

and low-wage firm nevertheless yields the conclusion that an anti-poaching agreement stimulates

industry profit for all admissible values of the switching cost parameter, as is formally proven by

Result 6(d).

From Results 6(b)–(d) we can conclude that both firms benefit from an anti-poaching agree-

ment if the switching cost parameter exceeds the threshold σAPB . The low-wage firm would block

an anti-poaching agreement for switching cost parameters below the threshold σAPB . Under such

circumstances the formation of an anti-poaching agreement would require a side-payment from

the high-wage firm to the low-wage firm.

Overall, the pure strategy equilibrium under an anti-poaching agreement has the property

that competition between identical firms leads to asymmetric wages if switching is productivity-

enhancing.15 The mechanism behind this property is crucially linked to the feature that workers

can switch in only one direction when firms set different uniform wages. The firm applying a

higher wage therefore attracts more workers in order to expand production. With productivity-

enhancing switching the profit benefits to the high-wage firm will be magnified. In the asymmetric

configuration, the low-wage firm will benefit from a reduced wage bill associated with its role as

a low-wage firm. However, as the high-wage firm has a higher equilibrium profit than the low-

wage firm we can conclude that the profit from production expansion outweighs the cost increase

associated with the higher cost per worker with productivity-enhancing switching.

15The literature has presented a number of examples of this remarkable feature. For example, in the duopoly model
of Reinganum (1981) the adoption timings for a new technology are dispersed even though the firms are identical.
Similarly, our paper does not, ex ante, rule out symmetric wages (in which case workers do not switch in any direction).
However, in equilibrium, the labor market sustains an asymmetric configuration with one high-wage firm, whereas the
other firm optimally chooses to pay a lower wage and operate on a lower scale.
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As the magnitude of the productivity change associated with switching is reduced, the asym-

metry between the wages is gradually reduced, and the anti-poaching equilibrium converges

to a symmetric equilibrium as the productivity change associated with switching approaches

productivity-neutrality. The symmetric nature of the anti-poaching equilibrium also carries over

in a continuous way to the case with productivity-reducing switching.

We next explore the effects of an anti-poaching agreement on aggregate worker surplus and

total welfare. Aggregate worker surplus was defined as the difference between total wage income

and aggregate switching costs. Formally, WSAP = IAP − SCAP , where IAP = CAP = cAPA + cAPB

is equal to the total wage bill paid by all firms. Substituting the equilibrium wages (19) into (16)

yields firms’ aggregate wage bill which is equal to total worker income given by

IAP =
n

9σ

[
p2(k′ − k)2 − 9pσ(k′ + k)− 18σ2

]
. (22)

To compute aggregate switching costs, note that sAPA = 0 because firm A pays a higher wage than

firm B. From (19), aggregate switching cost and the resulting aggregate worker surplus are

SCAP =

sAP
B∫

0

σs ds =
np2(k′ − k)2

18σ
(23)

WSAP = IAP − SCAP =
n
(
18(k′ + k)pσ + (k′ − k)2p2 − 36σ2

)
18σ

.

It remains for us to compare aggregate worker surplus under the anti-poaching agreement (23)

with worker surplus associated with the poaching equilibrium (13). In this respect, Appendix B

proves the following result.

Result 7. Aggregate worker surplus is lower under the anti-poaching agreement compared with the poach-

ing equilibrium. Formally, WSAP < WS.

Thus, although workers bear switching costs when poaching is permitted, on aggregate they are

better off under the poaching equilibrium than under no poaching because of the high wages paid

to poached workers.

Based on the combination of Result 6 and Result 7 we can conclude that the anti-poaching

agreement introduces a distributional conflict between the workers and the firms, because the
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agreement increases industry profit whereas it reduces worker surplus. Our evaluation of the

effects of an anti-poaching agreement on total welfare addresses precisely this tradeoff.

With an anti-poaching agreement, total welfare can be computed as the sum of (21) and (23)

WAP = WSAP + ΠAP =
np

18σ

[
5(k′ − k)2p+ 36kσ

]
. (24)

Comparing (24) with (14), Appendix B proves the following result.

Result 8. The effect of an anti-poaching agreement on total welfare is determined by the magnitude of the

switching cost parameter and productivity gain associated with switching. More precisely, let

z
def
=

2 +
√

26
2 + 2

3

2 +
√

26
2 −

1
3

> 1 and σAPW
def
=

(
2 +

√
26

2

)
p(k′ − k).

(a) If k′ > zk, an anti-poaching agreement always reduces total welfare compared with the poaching equi-

librium.

(b) If k ≤ k′ < zk, an anti-poaching agreement increases total welfare compared with the poaching equi-

librium if and only if σ ≥ σAPW .

Result 8(a) is illustrated in Figure 2 where the left panel is drawn for k′ > zk and the right panel

for k′ < zk. Result 8(a) means that an anti-poaching agreement will harm total welfare whenever

the productivity gain associated with switching is sufficiently high for all admissible levels of

the switching cost parameter. This conclusion can be explained by reference to the fact that the

anti-poaching agreement induces a significant reduction in the switching activity, as shown in

Result 5(b). With job switching as the source of the productivity gain it is then very natural that

an anti-poaching agreement will harm total welfare if the productivity gain from switching is

significant, since the number of switching workers is drastically reduced.

The effect captured by Result 8(a) will be much weaker if we, as in Result 8(b), focus on lim-

ited productivity gains associated with switching. With limited productivity gains the role of the

switching cost parameter increases. With a sufficiently high switching cost parameter there are

more socially wasteful resources allocated to switching in the poaching equilibrium. This is the

intuitive explanation for why an anti-poaching agreement, with limited productivity gains asso-
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Figure 2: Total welfare under the anti-poaching agreement (solid) and total welfare under the poaching
equilibrium (dashed) as functions of the switching cost parameter σ (softer competition).
Left panel: k′ > zk. Right panel: k′ < zk.
Note: The simulation is based on n = 1, p = 2, k = 1, and k′ = 1.5 (left), k′ = 1.1 (right).

ciated with switching, will benefit total welfare for a sufficiently high switching cost parameter.

However, if the switching costs are sufficiently low, the social cost associated with switching will

be lower than the social benefit from limited productivity gains generated by switching. This

is the explanation for why an anti-poaching agreement will reduce welfare for sufficiently low

switching costs.

Our analysis has shown that the switching cost parameter (σ) and the productivity change

induced by switching (k′ − k) play crucial roles for the evaluation of an anti-poaching agree-

ment. In fact, comparisons between the anti-poaching agreement and the poaching equilibrium

depend crucially on the switching cost parameter (σ) and the productivity differential (k′ − k).

The general structure of this comparison is that firms benefit, in the sense that industry prof-

its increase, and workers lose from an anti-poaching agreement. Thus, an anti-poaching agree-

ment introduces a tradeoff between industry profit and worker surplus. With sufficiently strong

productivity-enhancing switching, the anti-poaching agreement always reduces total welfare, be-

cause it reduces switching, which under such circumstances is socially valuable. This welfare

conclusion holds true also for moderately productivity-enhancing or productivity-neutral switch-
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ing under the additional condition that the switching cost parameter is sufficiently small. In con-

trast, for moderately productivity-enhancing or productivity-neutral switching the anti-poaching

agreement outperforms the poaching equilibrium respect to total welfare if the switching cost pa-

rameter is sufficiently large. As a reflection of the continuity of our results the same relationship

holds true also for productivity-reducing switching independently of the switching cost parame-

ter.

Overall, from the perspective of total welfare, Results 4(c) and 8(b) characterize those circum-

stances where poaching incentives will guide firms to engage in excessively aggressive recruit-

ment of human capital from rivals. Under circumstances with moderately productivity-enhancing

switching combined with sufficiently high switching costs or circumstances with productivity-

reducing switching, the anti-poaching agreement outperforms the poaching equilibrium with re-

spect to total welfare. Access to industry-specific empirical facts is needed in order to verify pre-

cisely when these conditions are satisfied, thereby suggesting that there could be total welfare

gains from an anti-poaching agreement.

Our results regarding the effects on total welfare cast doubt on a policy to view an anti-

poaching agreement as a per se violation of antitrust rules. Even though one should not exagger-

ate the number of industries where anti-poaching agreements could be beneficial, the conditions

determined by Results 4(c) and 8(b) seem sufficiently plausible so as to justify a policy whereby

anti-poaching agreements are judged on a case by case basis thereby giving firms an option to

present an efficiency defense. Furthermore, as emphasized by Taladay and Mehta (2017), a policy

relying on a rule of reason approach towards anti-poaching agreements would seem consistent

with the Antitrust Guidelines for Collaborations Among Competitors [FTC/DOJ (2000)], for ex-

ample, agreements among firms on joint purchasing.

4.4 Anti-poaching agreements with symmetric wages: Mixed strategies

Result 3(b) has shown that there does not exist a symmetric pure-strategy equilibrium wage under

the anti-poaching equilibrium for the case of productivity-enhancing switching (k′ > k). This

non-existence disappears if we extend our analysis to cover mixed strategies. We next solve for an

equilibrium in mixed strategies leading to equal expected profits of firm A and firm B.
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We relabel the pure-strategy equilibrium wages (19) as high and low,

uH =
p(k + 2k′)− 3σ

3
, and uL =

p(2k + k′)− 3σ

3
. (25)

Clearly uH > uL for all k′ > k. Let θA and θB by the probability that firm A and B set uH ,

respectively. Therefore, 1 − θi is the probability that firm i = A,B sets the low wage uL. Let the

pair (ui, uk) denote the uniform wages paid by firms i and j, where ui, uj ∈ {uU , uL}. Then, the

expected profit of each firm i, i = A,B, i 6= j, is

EπAPi = θiθjπi(u
H , uH)+θi(1−θj)πi(uH , uL)+(1−θi)θjπi(uL, uH)+(1−θi)(1−θj)πi(uL, uL), (26)

where πi(uH , uH) = nuH , πi(uL, uL) = nuL, πi(uH , uL) is the expression on the left in (21), and

πi(u
L, uH) is the second expression in (21). The randomization with uL and uH as the lower and

higher bound, respectively, of the wage distributions captures the underlying idea that the alloca-

tion of roles between low-wage and high-wage firm would be, ex ante, uncertain. The absence of

communication between the firms could underlie such an outcome. Note that the outcome where

both firms set uH is unprofitable for both firms because it is dominated by the outcome where

both firms pay the lower wage uL < uH (in both outcomes workers do not switch and the firms

split the market equally).

A pair of probabilities (θA, θB) constitutes a Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies if given θj , θi

maximizes (25) for i, j = A,B, i 6= j. Recall that Result 3(b) has already identified two asymmetric

equilibria where (θA, θB) = (1, 0) and (θA, θB) = (0, 1). Appendix B derives the unique symmetric

mixed strategy which is described in the following result.16

Result 9. Let k′ > k. The unique probabilities in a symmetric mixed-strategy equilibrium are given by

θA = θB = θ̂ =
p2(k′ − k)2 + 3σ(6σ − p(2k′ + k))

2 [p2(k′ − k)2 + 3σ(6σ − p3k′)]
. (27)

In this equilibrium, the symmetric expected profit of each firm is

Eπ̂APA = Eπ̂APB = npk +
np2(k′ − k)2

18σ
. (28)

16The equilibrium is unique for the assumed strategy space, where firms mix between uH and uL. However, we do
not rule out other equilibria for different strategy spaces.
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The expected profit (28) can be decomposed into two parts. The first term is the profit if the

realized wages are equal so that there is no switching. The randomization associated with mixed

strategies also introduces a variance, and the second term in (28) measures its effect on expected

profit. Note that (27) and (28) converge to θ = 0.5 and πi = npk when k′ → k.

A complete characterization regarding the comparison between the expected industry profit

under the mixed strategy anti-poaching agreement EΠAP given in (28) and the industry profit

under the poaching equilibrium Π given in (10) is challenging, because the associated algebra is

rather tedious. However, a graphical analyses of two representative cases of the switching cost

parameter σ is sufficient in order to highlight the most significant differences between the effects

of an anti-poaching agreement based on the asymmetric equilibrium in pure strategies and the

symmetric equilibrium in mixed strategies.

The lower two graphs in Figure 3 depict the two industry profits (28) and (10) as functions

of the post-switching productivity k′. The horizontal axis in Figure 3 measures the productivity

of switching workers k′ assuming a pre-switching productivity k = 1. In this illustration, the

productivity of switching workers ranges from k′ = k = 1 to k′ = 1.3k (30% improvement).
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Figure 3: Expected total welfare with mixed strategy under the anti-poaching agreement (solid), total wel-
fare under poaching (dashed), expected industry profit with mixed strategy under the anti-
poaching agreement (dotted), industry profit under the poaching equilibrium (dashed-dotted),
as functions of increasing productivity-enhancing switching (k′).
Note: The simulation are based on n = 1, p = 2, k = 1, and σ = 1.5 (left), σ = 1.9 (right).
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The left panel of Figure 3 shows that there are gains to industry profit from an anti-poaching

agreement when firms apply mixed strategies, so that EΠAP > Π when the workers face low

switching costs. Thus, for low switching costs the effects of an anti-poaching agreement on indus-

try profit, established in Result 6, extends to the configuration with mixed strategies. The right

panel of Figure 3 shows that the profit gain from the agreement need not hold for the configura-

tion with a sufficiently high switching cost parameter and low productivity gain (in which case,

firms will choose to poach workers). The right panel is based on σ close to the upper bound spec-

ified in Assumption 3. However, even in this case, as k′ increases relative to k, the agreement

becomes profitable for both firms.

We conclude our analysis of an anti-poaching agreement with mixed strategies by examining

expected total welfare, which is defined by

EWAP =
[
θ̂2 + (1− θ̂)2

]
2npk +

[
θ̂(1− θ̂) + (1− θ̂)θ̂

] np
18σ

[
5(k′ − k)2p+ 36kσ

]
. (29)

The term on the left describes the expected total welfare under symmetric wages, in which case

there is no job switching, so that total welfare is just the total value of production, 2npk. The term

on the right is the expected total welfare under asymmetric wages given in (24).

Substituting (27) into (29) generates a cumbersome 6th-degree polynomial expression that we

do not display. Instead, we plot the expected total welfare with mixed strategies under the anti-

poaching agreement (29) and total welfare under the poaching equilibrium (14) as the top two

graphs in Figure 3. Both panels show that the anti-poaching agreement increases total welfare for

sufficiently low productivity-enhancing switching (low k′ − k). However, if switching enhances

worker productivity above a certain threshold, the anti-poaching agreement harms expected social

welfare because workers do not switch with probability θ̂2 + (1 − θ̂)2, corresponding to the two

uncertain symmetric outcomes. Thus, with this probability the economy does not benefit from the

productivity gain that can be achieved by job switching.

In light of the simulations illustrated in Figure 3, the mixed strategy equilibrium and the asym-

metric pure strategy equilibrium seem to share the property that an anti-poaching agreement re-

duces total welfare for sufficiently strong productivity-enhancing switching. The simulations do
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not yield decisive results regarding the role of the magnitude of the switching cost parameter as a

factor determining whether an anti-poaching agreement could promote total welfare in line with

Result 8(b) in the case of mixed strategies.

5. Conclusion

This study has analyzed a duopoly model of wage competition in which firms can design poach-

ing offers consisting of higher wages paid to workers who switch from a competing firm. Within

such a framework and with emphasis on wages in pure strategies we evaluated the effects of

an anti-poaching agreement which eliminates poaching as a recruitment method. We established

that firms benefit from such an anti-poaching agreement in the sense that industry profit increases,

whereas aggregate worker surplus always declines as a consequence of an anti-poaching agree-

ment. For the case of pure strategies, these conclusions are summarized in Table 1.

Endogenous variable Effects of anti-poaching agreements

Fraction of switching workers (si) Reduced

Aggregate worker surplus (WS) Reduced

Aggregate industry profit (Π) Enhanced

Total welfare (W )
Reduced if (k′ > zk) or (k < k′ < zk and σ < σAPW )

Enhanced if (k < k′ < zk and σ > σAPW ) or (k′ ≤ k)

Table 1: The effects of anti-poaching agreements with wages in pure strategies.

The issue of whether the gains to firms from an anti-poaching agreement exceed the associated

losses to workers is determined by two factors: the productivity change associated with switch-

ing (k′ − k) and the switching cost parameter (σ). With sufficiently strong productivity-enhancing

effects of switching, the anti-poaching agreement always reduces total welfare. This welfare con-

clusion holds true also for moderately productivity-enhancing (or productivity-neutral) switching

under the additional condition that switching costs are sufficiently small. In contrast, for moder-

ately productivity-enhancing switching with sufficiently high switching costs or for productivity-
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reducing or productivity-neutral switching, the anti-poaching agreement outperforms the poach-

ing equilibrium with respect to total welfare. For wage equilibria in pure strategies the effects

of an anti-poaching agreement on total welfare are also summarized in Table 1. Our study also

explored the main modifications induced by wage equilibria in mixed strategies.

Our model can be seen as a formalized argument in favor of a rule of reason approach towards

anti-poaching agreements. Furthermore, in light of the fact that the assessment of the produc-

tivity effects of switching might require detailed industry-specific knowledge and experience, a

policy whereby a successful efficiency defense on behalf of the firms serves as a condition for a

permission to implement an anti-poaching agreement would seem justified.

Our analysis has highlighted strategic competition for human capital among firms as an inte-

gral part of overall competition, and in doing so it has downplayed the effects of market power in

the product market. Our model could be extended to investigate the interaction between strategic

competition in both labor and product markets in order to explore how product market consider-

ations might modify the wage policies of firms.17 Anti-poaching agreements may have different

effects on industry profit and welfare when strategic product market considerations are taken into

account. For example, with imperfect competition in the product market it would seem intu-

itive to expect that some of the benefits associated with an anti-poaching agreement would flow

to consumers. Under all circumstances, the incorporation of imperfect competition in the product

market could facilitate a decomposition of the effects of an anti-poaching agreement on consumers

and workers.

It would be an interesting avenue for future research to extend to allow firms to direct reten-

tion offers to workers who have attracted poaching offers in an attempt to prevent switching.18

Retention offers are likely to emerge if workers exert externalities over their coworkers, so that a

switch of one worker to a competing firm would harm the productivities of other coworkers at

the same department.

17Blanchard and Giavazzi (2003), Spector (2004), Koskela and Stenbacka (2012), and Burguet and Sákovics (2017) are
examples of studies which combine elements of imperfections in product and labor markets in order to explore the
effects on labor market performance when firms exercise market power in the product market.

18Esteves (2014) analyzes behavior-based price discrimination in product markets under circumstances where firms
are able to apply retention offers in order to deter their customers from accepting poaching offers from rivals.
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The current study was restricted to an evaluation of the effects of anti-poaching agreements

in a market segment for experienced high-skilled employees. In that segment we analyzed work-

ers differentiated by their switching costs, but with identical productivity before and after they

switch employers. However, often, firms poach workers by targeting a particular type of worker

productivity, in which case our model could be modified to focus on workers differentiated by

productivity. Such extensions could be accomplished by assuming that workers with different pro-

ductivities are recruited in different markets. Formally, consider L labor markets, one for each worker

productivity, so that k1 < k2 < . . . < kL. These markets need not have equal size, so we can as-

sume that these markets are populated by n1, n2, . . . , nL workers. For the poaching equilibrium,

Result 1 applies for each labor market separately. With the anti-poaching agreement, Result 3(a)

applies for productivity-reducing and productivity-neutral switching. However, for productivity-

enhancing switching additional assumptions will have to be imposed on k′1, k
′
2, ..., k

′
L. Further-

more, with workers differentiated by productivity it would be very natural to assume that firms

have asymmetric information regarding individual worker productivity, and that the recruitment

by the rival firm would require worker-specific screening investments. Such an approach could

make it possible to incorporate the findings from the turnover literature in labor economics (for

example, Lazear (1986) and Shankar and Ghosh (2013)), according to which there is an overrep-

resentation of high-ability workers in the turnover pool. The incorporation of such effects could

have interesting additional implications for the welfare evaluation of anti-poaching agreements.

We have evaluated the effects of an anti-poaching agreement within the framework of duopoly,

meaning that the agreement covers the entire industry. An extension to a market structure with

triopoly or with more firms would introduce competition into the poaching activities. Such poach-

ing competition would raise poaching wages, and, as a consequence, loyalty wages. Economic

intuition suggests a hypothesis according to which such poaching competition would induce a

redistribution from firms to workers. Therefore, we would expect a shift to a market structure

with triopoly or more firms to make industrywide anti-poaching agreements even more attractive

to firms at the expense of workers.

A market structure with at least three firms also introduces the interesting issue according to
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which an anti-poaching agreement could capture a subset of firms in the industry, whereas other

firms would stay outside such an agreement. It appears intuitive that firms could find the option

to poach rivals workers increasingly attractive with a growing number of firms in the industry.

It remains a challenge for future research to characterize endogenous formation of anti-poaching

agreements in industries with at least three firms. We believe that our model could be a very

useful building block for such an analysis.

Appendix A Separating the magnitude effect from the dispersion of
the switching costs

This appendix briefly demonstrates how our general results could be generated also in a model

that separates the magnitude effect from the dispersion of the switching costs. Formally, we mod-

ify the switching cost distribution to a uniform distribution over the interval [µ− λ, µ+ λ] instead

of [0, 1]. Figure 1 is now replaced by Figure 4 which illustrates a uniform distribution with mean µ

and variance var(s) =
∫ µ+λ
µ−λ (s − µ)2ds = 2λ3/3 where µ > λ > 0. Thus, the parameter λ captures

the dispersion of the switching costs.

-

µ− λ µ+ λ
s

stay loyal to isi

µ

workers who switch from firm i to firm j

Figure 4: Mean-preserving spread switching cost distribution. Note: The equilibrium value of si could be
lower than µ.

An advantage of using only σ as an indicator of the magnitude of switching costs is that it

does not affect the total buyer population which was assumed to equal 2n. As shown on Figure 4,

without modifying this distribution, increasing the variance by increasing λ will increase the total

buyer population, unless we neutralize this effect by assuming that total buyer population is 2n =

2N/(2λ). Under this modification, a change in λwould not affect the total number of buyers which

is now 2N regardless of the value of λ.

Similar to Assumption 3, in order focus on interior equilibria only, we restrict the mean and

the dispersion of the switching costs to satisfy p|k′ − k| + λ < µ < p
3 min {k + 2k′, 2k + k′} − λ.

Setting σ = 1, equation (2) becomes si = vj − wi, for i, j = A,B and i 6= j. The firms’ cost (wage
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bill) functions (3) become

ci(wi, wj , vi, vj) =
N

2λ
(µ+ λ− si)wi +

N

2λ
[sj − (µ− λ)] vi. (A.1)

Similarly, firms’ sales quantities (4) are modified to

qi(wi, wj , vi, vj) =
N

2λ
(µ+ λ− si) k +

N

2λ
[sj − (µ− λ)] k′. (A.2)

Next, substituting all the above into firm i’s profit function (5), and maximizing with respect to wi

and vi, the equilibrium wages (8) become

wA = wB =
(k′ + 2k)p− 3λ− µ

3
and vA = vB =

(k + 2k′)p− 3λ+ µ

3
. (A.3)

Therefore, vi − wi = [(k′ − k)p + 2µ]/3 > 0 which resembles the difference in wages given in (8),

except that σ (switching cost magnitude parameter) is replaced by 2µ (twice the mean switching

cost).

Using the equilibrium wages (A.3), we demonstrate the similarities and differences between

the two models with the following replication of Result 1.

Result A.1. (a) Loyalty wages (poaching wages) are strictly decreasing (increasing) as functions of the

mean switching cost µ. In addition, all wages are strictly decreasing as functions of the switching cost

dispersion λ.

(b) There is a wage premium (vi > wi, i = A,B) for switching workers and this premium is strictly

increasing in the mean switching cost µ, but it is unaffected by the dispersion λ.

(c) Identical to Result 1(c) in all respects.

Appendix B Proofs

Derivations of Results 3. Substituting (16) and (17) into (5), and then differentiating each profit

function πi with respect to the uniform wage ui (i = A,B, i 6= j) yields(
∂πi
∂ui

)
−

=
n

σ
(kp− 2ui + uj − σ) and

(
∂πi
∂ui

)
+

=
n

σ

(
k′p− 2ui + uj − σ

)
. (B.1)
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The left side of (B.1) is the left-hand derivative constructed by taking the limit ui → u−j (and is also

valid for all ui < uj). The right side of (B.1) is the right-hand derivative constructed by taking the

limit ui → u+
j (and is also valid for all ui > uj). Note that (B.1) is discontinuous at ui = uj when

k′ 6= k. In this case, the profit of each firm i as a function of ui has a kink at ui = uj . This kink

disappears when k′ = k, in which case the slope is constant for all values of ui and uj because the

left- and right-hand derivatives are equal.

Also, note that the profit functions are strictly concave for all values of ui and uj because

∂2πi/∂u
2
i < 0. Therefore, setting (B.1) to zero would yield at least one first-order condition for a

maximum.

To prove part (a), let k′ ≤ k. Substituting uAP from (18) into (B.1) obtains
(
∂πi
∂ui

)
−

= 0 and(
∂πi
∂ui

)
+
≤ 0 because k′ ≤ k. That is, firm i cannot increase its profit by either increasing or

decreasing its wage. Hence, (18) constitutes a symmetric equilibrium which is unique.

To prove part (b), let k′ > k. We first show that a symmetric equilibrium does not exist. By way

of contradiction, suppose that uA = uB = u is a Nash equilibrium for some u ≥ 0. Then, given

uj = u, firm i should not be able to increase its profit by lowering its wage to a level ui < u, which

implies that
(
∂πi
∂ui

)
−
≥ 0. However, since k′ > k, (B.1) implies that

(
∂πi
∂ui

)
+
>
(
∂πi
∂ui

)
−
≥ 0. Hence,

given uj = u, firm i can increase its profit by raising its wage to ui > u, which contradicts our

assumption that uA = uB = u is a Nash equilibrium. Intuitively, in order for u to be a symmetric

equilibrium, the left-hand derivative must be weakly positive whereas the right-hand derivative

must be weakly negative. But these two conditions cannot mutually hold true at any uA = uB = u.

Finally, solving the system of first-order conditions (B.1) yields the asymmetric equilibrium

wages given in (19).

Proof of Result 4 The signs of the following differences between the equilibrium values are

based on k′ ≤ k and Assumption 3 that σ > p|k − k′|.

To prove part (a), subtracting (8) from (18) yields uAPi − wi = [p(k − k′) − σ]/3 < 0 and

uAPi − vi = 2[p(k − k′)− σ]/3 < 0. Part (b) follows by substituting (18) into (2).

To prove part (c), subtracting (10) from (20) yields πAPi −πi = −2n[k2p2 +kp(σ−2k′p)+k′2p2−

k′pσ− 2σ2]/(9σ) > 0 if σ > p(k− k′) and σ > p(k′− k)/2. Finally, subtracting (14) from (20) yields
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WAP −W = −n[5k2p2 − 2kp(5k′p + 2σ) + 5k′2p2 + 4k′pσ − σ2]/(9σ) > 0 if σ > 5p(k′ − k) and

σ > p(k − k′).

Proof of Result 5 Comparing (19) with (8) and (9) reveals that uAPA −wA = [p(k′−k)−σ]/3 < 0 for

the range of admissible values of σ under Assumption 3. Additional effects of an anti-poaching

agreement on equilibrium wages are characterized by the differences uAPA − vA = −2σ/3 < 0,

uAPB − wB = −σ/3 < 0, and uAPB − vB = −[p(k′ − k) + 2σ)/3 < 0. Finally, sAPj − sj = 1/3.

Proof of Result 6. Equation (21) implies that πAPA − πAPB = np(k′ − k)/3 > 0.

Comparing (21) with (10) implies that πAPA −πA = n
[
4σ2 − σp(k′ − k)− p2(k′ − k)2

]
/(9σ) ≥ 0

if and only if σ ≥ σAPA , where σAPA
def
=
(
1 +
√

17
)
p(k′ − k)/8. However, the threshold σAPA is lower

than the lower bound on σ in Assumption 3. This proves part (b).

Next, πAPB − πB = n
[
4σ2 − 4σp(k′ − k)− p2(k′ − k)2

]
/(9σ) ≥ 0 if and only if σ ≥ σAPB , where

σAPB
def
=
(
1 +
√

2
)
p(k′ − k)/2. Note that σAPB belongs to the admissible interval of σ as specified in

Assumption 3. This proves part (c).

Next we focus on aggregate industry profit. Subtracting (10) from (21) yields

ΠAP − Π = n
[
8σ2 − 5p(k′ − k)σ − 2p2(k′ − k)2

]
/(9σ). This difference is non-negative if and

only if σ ≥ σAPΠ , where σAPΠ
def
=
(
5 +
√

89
)

(k′ − k)p/16. However, the threshold σAPΠ is lower than

the lower bound on σ in Assumption 3. This proves part (d).

Proof of Result 7. Subtracting (13) from (21) implies that

WSAP −WS = −
n
{

[σ − p(k′ − k)]2 + 13σ2
}

18σ
< 0.

This inequality proves Result 7.

Proof of Result 8. Subtracting (14) from (24) yields

WAP −W =
n
[
−5(k′ − k)2p2 − 8(k′ − k)pσ + 2σ2

]
18σ

> 0
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if and only if σ ≥ σAPW , where σAPW
def
=
(

2 +
√

26
2

)
p(k′ − k). What is the relation between this

threshold and the interval of admissible switching cost parameters (defined in Assumption 3)?

We characterize this relation using the following three steps:

(i) We observe that it is always holds that p(k′−k) <
(

2 +
√

26
2

)
p(k′−k), which means that σAPW

is larger than the lower bound of admissible switching cost parameters defined by Assumption 3.

This means that WAP < W for p(k′ − k) < σ < σAPW , i.e. for sufficiently small values of σ.

(ii) For k′ > k it holds true that the upper bound of admissible switching cost parameters

defined by Assumption 3 is given by p
3(2k + k′). The threshold σAPW exceeds this upper bound if(

2 +
√

26
2

)
p(k′ − k) > p

3(2k + k′), which is equivalent to the condition that k′ > zk, where z is

defined by z =
2+
√
26
2

+ 2
3

2+
√
26
2
− 1

3

> 1. Thus, we can conclude that WAP < W for all admissible values of

the switching cost parameter if k′ > zk.

(iii) If k′ < zk the threshold σAPW is lower than the upper bound of the admissible switching

cost parameters defined by Assumption 3. Under such circumstances it holds true that WAP > W

for the admissible values of σ with σ > σAPW .

With these three cases the proof of Result 8 is completed.

Derivation of Result 9. In a mixed-strategies equilibrium, each each firm earns the same ex-

pected profit when it sets uH and uL. Therefore, (26) implies that θjπi(uH , uH)+(1−θj)πi(uH , uL) =

θjπi(u
L, uH) + (1− θj)πi(uL, uL), yielding the unique symmetric probabilities

θj = θ̂ =
πi(u

H , uL)− πi(uL, uL)

πi(uH , uL) + πi(uL, uH)− πi(uH , uH)− πi(uL, uL)
, (B.2)

for i, j = A,B and i 6= j. Substituting (B.2) into (26) yields the equilibrium expected profit of each

firm i

Eπi =
πi(u

H , uL)πi(u
L, uH)− πi(uH , uH)πi(u

L, uL)

πi(uH , uL) + πi(uL, uH)− πi(uH , uH)− πi(uL, uL)
, (B.3)

Substituting πi(uH , uH) = nuH , πi(uL, uL) = nuL, as well as πi(uH , uL) and πi(u
L, uH) from (21)

into (B.2) and (B.3) yields (27) and (28).
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